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We experimentally and numerically investigate instability-induced pattern transformations and switchable
auxetic behavior in multiphase composites consisted of circular voids and stiff inclusions periodically distributed
in a soft elastomer. We specifically focus on the role of inclusion distribution on the behavior of the soft
transformative composites. The inclusions are distributed in either square or triangular periodic configurations,
while the voids are distributed in the triangular periodic array – the configurations enabling cooperative buckling
induced transformations of the unit cells. Through the survey of microstructure parameter, we show that tailored
positioning of the stiff inclusions can be exploited to expand the set of admissible switchable patterns in
multiphase composites. Thus, extreme values of negative Poisson’s ratio can be attained through applied strains;
moreover, the onset of instabilities, and the corresponding switches to extremely soft behavior are shown to be
controlled by the inclusion arrangements and volume fractions. Furthermore, the dependence of the micro
structure buckling and post-buckling behavior on loading direction is investigated, and the composite anisotropic
properties depending on the microstructure parameters are discussed.

1. Introduction
Owing to enhanced mechanical properties and functionalities,
microstructured materials – such as, fiber-reinforced or cellular micro
structures – have become attractive for various engineering applications
[1–6]. The properties tailored through microstructure geometry can be
further tuned by external stimuli, or, in case of deformable materials, by
pre-stress. In the latter case, the large deformations lead to the evolution
in composite microstructures accompanied with geometrical and ma
terials nonlinearities [7–9]. Moreover, the materials may exhibit sudden
changes in their microstructures due to elastic instabilities. The phe
nomenon holds significant potential for designing new materials with
switchable properties and functionalities [10–13]. To predict the onset
of instabilities and associated buckling modes various techniques have
been developed and employed [14–16]; in the context of nonlinear
elasticity theory, the framework of small deformation superimposed on
the finitely deformed state is used [17]. Within the framework, the onset
of macroscopic or long wave instabilities can be predicted through the
loss of ellipticity analysis based on the homogenized response of the
material [18–23]; while microscopic instabilities can be detected
through the Bloch-Floquet analysis [24–29], which also allows to detect

the long wave instabilities for a special limit. In this work, we employ
the Bloch-Floquet technique to investigate the instability phenomenon
and, then, post-buckling behavior in soft composite with various peri
odic distributions of voids and stiff inclusions – these structures can
exhibit cooperative and controllable collapse of the voids leading to
sudden pattern transformations, which hold the potential for responsive
and reconfigurable functional materials and devices, such as highly
stretchable metamaterials [30], switchable auxetic materials [31], and
elastic wave filters [25,32–35], color displayers [36], and actuators
[37].
Abeyaratne and Triantafyllidis [38] studied the onset of instability in
porous solids detecting the loss of ellipticity in homogenized periodic
porous elastomer under large strains. Triantafyllidis and Maker [39]
examined layered composite with incompressible hyperelastic phases,
and showed the connection between the microscopic instability analysis
and loss of ellipticity. Geymonat et al. [40] established the rigorous
theoretical foundation for Bloch-Floquet technique to detect micro
scopic and macroscopic instabilities in finitely strained periodic com
posites; it was shown that the long wave instability limit can be
identified with the loss of ellipticity of the homogenized properties.
Based on these results, Triantafyllidis et al. [41] numerically
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investigated the microscopic and macroscopic instabilities in porous
structure with periodic distribution of circular voids. Michel et al. [42]
predicted microscopic instabilities in porous system with periodic dis
tribution of circular voids in a square unit cell. The development of the
corresponding instability-induced pattern transformations was experi
mentally observed in an elastomeric system with a square array of cir
cular voids by Mullin et al. [43]. The buckling mode at micrometer
length scale were also realized in polymer structures with periodically
distributed circular voids fabricated by interference lithography
[44–46]. Later, Bertoldi et al. [47] investigated the instability-induced
negative Poisson’s ratio behavior in the 2D porous systems, and this
idea was extended to the design of 3D soft metamaterials with auxetic
behavior [48]. In addition, the distribution [49,50] and shape [51,52] of
voids were further employed to obtain complex new patterns and to tune
Poisson’s ratio. Shan et al. [33] employed the anisotropic property of
composite structure to trigger multiple pattern transformations in elas
tomeric porous structure comprising of a triangular periodic arrange
ment of circular voids. Florijn et al. [53,54] proposed a bi-void system
comprising of larger and smaller circular voids to induce co-existing
states and switches between these. Overvelde et al. [55] realized the
instability-induced checkerboard pattern in soft metamaterial
comprising a square array of circular voids under equibiaxial tensile
load. Recently, Li et al. [35] introduced the design of switchable soft
system comprising of arrays of circular voids and stiff inclusions
distributed in a soft matrix. These materials showed new pattern
transformations with a strong auxetic behavior.
In this study, we examine the role of the stiff inclusions, their posi
tions and volume fraction, on the instabilities and post-buckling be
haviors in the transformative composites; and explore the ways of using
this composite design space for tailored performance and enriched
instability-induced pattern transformations. Moreover, we examine the
multiphase composite anisotropy, and study the response of the com
posites subjected to different loading directions. First, we discuss
possible arrangements of circular stiff inclusions in the structure with
periodically distributed circular voids, where new uniform buckling
modes are observed. Then, guided by the numerical simulations, we
experimentally realize and observe multiple pattern transformations
depending on the distribution of inclusions and loading directions in the
samples fabricated by multimaterial 3D printing. Next, simulations of
infinite periodic and finite size structures are compared with the
experimental results of 3D printed samples. Finally, the effect of distri
bution of stiff inclusions, loading direction, phase volume fraction, and
inclusion-to-matrix ratio of shear moduli on the responses of the com
posites is numerically studied to illustrate the tunability of the systems.

void system a cooperative (or uniform) collapse of the voids happens
when the ligaments undergo the same buckling mode simultaneously
[50,56]. To achieve this behavior, the geometrical requirements for the
void position are: (i) the distance between neighboring voids is identical;
(ii) the number of ligaments around each void is an even number. Based
on that, we consider two types of distributions of stiff inclusions in the
porous structure with circular voids arranged in triangular configura
tion, while the stiff inclusions are arranged in square (a) and triangular
(b) configurations as shown in Fig. 1, which are denoted as composite
type A and composite type B, respectively. The corresponding primitive
unit cells are highlighted by light green color.
To investigate the effect of inclusion distribution on the mechanical
responses of the proposed anisotropic multiphase composites under
different loading directions, the specimens with circular voids and stiff
inclusions periodically embedded in an elastomeric soft matrix were
fabricated by using a multimaterial 3D printer (Object Connex 260–3).
The soft matrix was printed in FLX9860 digital material with initial
shear modulus μðmÞ ¼ 0:6 MPa, the stiff inclusion was printed in Vero
White resin with initial shear modulus μðiÞ ¼ 600 MPa. The specimens
were characterized with initial volume fraction of soft matrix cðmÞ ¼
0:25, as well as identical void and inclusion radii r ¼ 3 mm. For all
specimens, the in-plane dimensions were 92.37 � 91.42 mm (width �
height), the out-of-plane dimension was t ¼ 10 mm (thickness). In order
to track the positions of stiff inclusions during the deformation process,
the centroids of stiff inclusions were marked by black dots.
Uniaxial compression tests under plane strain conditions were con
ducted using the Shimadzu EZ-LX testing machine with maximum load
2 kN. The corresponding experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. The
specimen was held between two transparent parallel fixtures mounted
on a metal base to maintain the plane-strain conditions. A plate printed
in VeroWhite material and thickness t ¼ 10 mm was placed between the
specimen and the testing machine to apply load on the specimen. The
compression tests were performed at a constant strain rate of 4 �
10 4 s 1 . Compression displacement and applied force were recorded to
produce stress-strain curves. A high-resolution digital camera was
placed in front of the specimen to monitor the deformation process
capturing one frame at 0.01 mm compression displacement.
3. Numerical modeling
To analyze the mechanical responses for the multiphase composites,
numerical simulations are performed for both finite size structure and
infinitely periodic structure. The responses of soft matrix and stiff in
clusion materials are modeled as neo-Hookean hyperelastic materials,
whose strain energy density function is defined as

2. Specimen design and fabrication, and experimental testing

μ

W ¼ ðI1
2

First, we discuss possible arrangements of circular stiff inclusions in
the structure with periodically distributed circular voids. In the periodic
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Fig. 1. Schematics of periodic microstructures with circular stiff inclusions arranged in square (a) and triangular (b) configurations.
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buckling analysis. In the analysis, the displacement of the top and bot
tom edges of the structure was constrained to be horizontally fixed. The
contact between the edges for the collapsed voids is modeled using the
CONTACT_AUTOMATIC_SINGLE_SURFACE option. The quasi-static
loading conditions are maintained while monitoring the force
response and deformation mode being independent of the loading rate.
4. Results and discussions
We start with studying of the deformation processes of the two types
of the periodic composites A (as shown in Fig. 1(a)) and B (as shown in
Fig. 1(b)) with a fixed volume fraction of the phases; next, we will
examine the effect of the constituent volume fractions on the perfor
mance of the multiphase composites. Since the materials exhibit aniso
tropic behavior, we show their responses for different loading directions;
in particular, each of the composite is tested under uniaxial compression
in X- and Y-material directions. Fig. 3 shows the experimental and nu
merical results on deformation sequences for the composites at different
deformation levels (the numerical results for infinite periodic and finite
size specimens are given at the first and third rows, respectively; the
experimental results are given at the second row). When the critical
strain is reached, the voids collapse as the ligaments between them
buckle. This leads to sudden microstructure transformations along with
the breakage of composite symmetry and/or periodicity (see Fig. 3(a–d)
at ε ¼ 0:10). As the deformation level is further increased, the
instability-induced new patterns are rapidly accentuated (see Fig. 3(a–d)
at ε ¼ 0:15) and start evolving. Remarkably, the significant lateral
contraction with respect to the loading direction is observed both
experimentally and numerically for all cases (see Fig. 3(a–d) at ε ¼
0:20). This instability-induced negative Poisson’s ratio or auxetic
behavior is attributed to the microstructure transformation in the
postbuckling regime. We note that the numerical simulations of the
finite size samples nicely capture the boundary effects relevant to the
experimental testing; due to the boundary effects only the central part of
the specimens exhibit a nearly uniform deformation of the unit cells
corresponding to the numerically modeled infinite periodic structures.
Moreover, both experiments and simulations show that the buckled
patterns for composite A (with the square periodicity of inclusion dis
tribution) loaded either in X- or Y-material directions consist of 1 � 2
primitive unit cell; while composite B (with the triangular periodicity of
inclusion distribution) preserves its initial periodicity even after the
onset of instability for both loading directions. Moreover, thanks to the
anisotropy of the composite microstructures, the development of the
buckling patterns can be tuned by altering the loading direction. For
example, different pattern developments are observed for composite A
loaded in X- and Y-material directions; as a result, different effective
behaviors can be observed for these loading cases, in particular, com
posite A loaded in Y-material direction exhibits a more significant lateral
contraction behavior. Thus, this illustrates that rich pattern trans
formations can be obtained through tuning the positions of stiff in
clusions and loading directions. Finally, the initial microstructure of the
composites is fully recovered after the release of applied loading,
demonstrating that these instability-induced pattern transformations are
fully reversible.
Fig. 4 shows the experimental and numerical results of the evolution
of nominal stress as functions of applied strain. The doted vertical lines
refer to the critical strains of the corresponding infinite periodic com
posites. We observe that the buckling strain is significantly influenced by
the positions of stiff inclusions and loading directions. The critical
strains for composite A loaded in X- and Y-material directions are εcr ¼
0.016 and 0.026, respectively; while the critical strains for composite B
loaded in X- and Y-material directions are εcr ¼ 0:062 and 0:048,
respectively. Prior to the onset of instability, the stress-strain relation is
characterized by an initial nearly linear behavior of the curves; in this
stable regime, composite A has a larger effective modulus as compared to
the response of composite B, regardless of the loading direction. We note

Fig. 2. Experimental setup.

where μ and Λ denote the initial shear modulus and the first Lame
constant, respectively. I1 ¼ trðFT FÞ and J ¼ detðFÞ, with F denoting the
deformation gradient. The high ratio Λ=μ ¼ 1000 is used to maintain the
nearly incompressible behavior of the material; for the soft matrix ma
terial the initial shear modulus is μðmÞ ¼ 0:6 MPa. The inclusion-tomatrix ratio of shear moduli is chosen as μðiÞ =μðmÞ ¼ 103 so that the
stiff inclusions almost do not deform.
To identify the onset of instability in infinite periodic composite
under large deformations, Bloch-Floquet analysis superimposed on the
deformed state is used [25,26,28,34,39,40]. The analysis is imple
mented in the nonlinear finite element code COMSOL 5.2a. To obtain
the solution for the deformed state, we first apply the averaged macro
scopic deformation through imposing periodic displacement boundary
conditions on the edges of the primitive unit cell via uB uA ¼ ðF 1Þ
ðXB
XA Þ, where X denotes the position vector in the undefomed
configuration; u denotes the displacement vector; F is the applied
macroscopic deformation gradient; A and B are the paired nodes peri
odically located at the opposite edges of the primitive unit cell. Then,
Bloch-Floquet conditions are superimposed on the edges of the
deformed primitive unit cell via uðX þ RÞ ¼ uðXÞe iK⋅R , where R defines
the distance between the paired nodes on the opposite edges of the unit
cell; K is the wave vector. Through gradually increasing the applied
deformation along the loading path and solving the corresponding
eigenvalue problem, the microscopic instability is identified, when the
lowest eigenvalue (of a non-trivial eigenmode) attains zero. The corre
sponding applied strain level and wavenumber are identified as the
critical strain εcr and critical wavenumber Kcr . Note that macroscopic
instability is detected when Kcr →0; this long wave instabilities can be
identified through examining the loss of ellipticity analysis, and the
corresponding conditions for the effective acoustic tensor or tensor of
the elastic moduli [39,40]. Once the critical conditions are identified,
the postbuckling analysis is performed. To this end, an updated unit cell
is constructed – defined through the obtained critical wavenumber Kcr .
To trigger the instability induced pattern transformations, small
amplitude imperfections in the form of the buckling mode (obtained
from Bloch-Floquet instability analysis) are introduced in the initial
geometry of the updated unit cell.
Quadratic triangular plane strain elements are used in simulations
for periodic structures and finite size structures; a mesh sensitive anal
ysis has been performed, in accordance to the analysis, mesh density of
approximately 4000 elements for each primitive unit cell has been used.
In addition, numerical simulations on finite size specimens are con
ducted using explicit nonlinear finite element code LS-DYNA. The mesh
of finite size structure is disturbed by introducing a small amplitude
imperfection in the form of the first buckling mode obtained by linear
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Fig. 3. Deformation sequences in soft composites at different deformation levels. Scale bar: 20 mm.
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Fig. 4. Experimental and numerical stress-strain curves. Dotted lines denote critical strains for infinite periodic composites.

points with error bar1 symbols (the details about calculation of the
effective Poisson’s ratio are given in the Appendix). We observe a good
agreement between the trends of the curves for numerical results and
experimental observations; however, some quantitative differences are
observed, especially in the initial regime of relatively small de
formations. In this regime, the displacement of stiff inclusion is rela
tively small, and the measurement inaccuracy influences the calculated
value of the effective Poisson’s ratio. After the applied deformation
exceeds the critical strain, due to the buckling of the ligaments resulting
in void collapse, a rapid drop in Poisson’s ratio up to a negative regime is
observed in both experiments and simulations for all cases. The drop in
Poisson’s ratio is followed by a slow decrease with a further increase in
the applied deformation. While for composite A loaded in X-material
direction excellent agreement between experiments and simulations is
observed, for other cases, the simulations on finite size structures show a
better agreement with experiments in comparison to the results from the
simulations of the infinite periodic structures. This is due to the fact that
the finite size specimen (of composite A loaded in X-material direction)
exhibits nearly identical deformation of the unit cells up to ε ¼ 0:2 (see
Fig. 3(a)). For other cases (Composite A loaded in Y-material direction,
and composite B loaded in X- and Y-material directions), the lateral edges
of the specimens significantly bend inward due to the strong negative
Poisson’s ratio behavior (see Fig. 3(b–d) at ε ¼ 0:2); this effect is not
accounted for in the infinite periodic structure simulations. Finally, we
note the significant dependence of the instability-induced negative
Poisson’s ratio behavior on the positions of stiff inclusions and loading
directions. For example, at applied strain ε ¼ 0:2, effective Poisson’s

the agreement between the stress-strain curves observed in experiments
and predicted by the finite element modeling for both finite size and
infinite periodic structures. This is due to the fact that in the stable
regime, each primitive unit cell undergoes a nearly identical deforma
tion, which has been observed experimentally (see, for example, Fig. 3
(c) and (d) at ε ¼ 0:05). However, upon achieving the critical strain,
softening behavior is observed in all cases due to development of elastic
instability. We observe that composites A exhibits almost linear stressstrain curve behavior after buckling (for both loading directions);
while for composite B, a plateau stress is observed following the onset of
instabilities; this continues until the development of new patterns results
in partial closure of the voids resulting in the increased overall stiffness.
We note that a drop in the stress value is observed in the experiment
after the applied deformation exceeds a critical level; this is more visible
for composite A loaded in X-and Y-material directions; this phenomenon,
however, is not captured by simulations. Similar differences between
simulations and experiments were also reported in the system of peri
odic elastomeric array of circular voids [43]. There is a number of fac
tors – stemming from the numerical model simplifications – that may
contribute to the observed differences. These include the constitutive
material model with the absence of inelastic behavior, strong plane
strain constrain, absence of friction, and possible dynamic effects not
accounted for in the numerical simulations.
Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the effective Poisson’s ratio on the
applied strain. The blue dashed and red dash-dotted curves correspond
to the numerical results for finite size and infinite periodic structures,
respectively; while the experimental results are denoted by the black

1
The error bars represent the standard deviations of the calculated effective
Poisson’s ratio values based on various selected representative elements; the
calculation procedure is described in the Appendix.
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Fig. 5. Effective Poisson’s ratio vs strain level.

ratios for infinite periodic composite A loaded in X- and Y-material di
0:72, respectively; while the
rections are νYX ¼ 0:21 and νXY ¼
Poisson’s ratios for infinite periodic composite B loaded in X- and Ymaterial directions are νYX ¼ 0:55 and νXY ¼
0:58, respectively.
For completeness, we show the effect of the inclusion distribution
and loading direction on the initial responses (in the stable regime of
small deformations) of the periodic composites. Fig. 6 presents the
dependence of effective Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio on inclu
sion volume fraction for the composites with various void volume
fractions. The dashed curves with markers and the continuous curves
refer to the results of the composite loaded in X- and Y-material di
rections, respectively. The effective Young’s modulus is calculated as
Eeff ¼ 2Uε 2 =A, where U is the stored elastic energy; A is the area of the
primitive unit cell; ε is the applied strain. The method has been verified
against the analytical estimation for inclusion-reinforced composite
with stiff inclusions periodically embedded in a softer matrix arranged
in a hexagonal array [57]. The effective Young’s modulus is normalized
~ ¼ Eeff =μðmÞ . We observe that the effective Young’s modulus and
as E
Poisson’s ratio for composite A loaded in X- and Y-material directions are
clearly different (see Fig. 6(a) and (c)); whereas the corresponding re
sponses for composite B loaded in X- and Y-material directions are
identical (see Fig. 6(b) and (d)). Composite A shows a stiffer response
when loaded in Y-material as compared to its response to loading in
X-direction. For both cases, an increase in inclusion volume fraction
leads to an increase in effective Young’s modulus, and this effect is more
significant for the composite with smaller void volume fraction. For
example, an increase in stiff volume fraction of composite B from cðiÞ ¼
~ ¼
0.05 to 0.25 results an increase in effective Young’s modulus from E
ðvÞ
~
0.148 to 0.160 for the case c ¼ 0:6, from E ¼ 2:288 to 2.832 for the
case cðvÞ ¼ 0:2. Larger Poisson’s ratios are observed for composite A

loaded in Y-material direction in comparison to the load in X-material
direction; and composites with higher inclusion volume fractions exhibit
lower Poisson’s ratios (see Fig. 6(c)). The effect of inclusion volume
fraction on Poisson’s ratio in composite B is very different, and it strongly
depends on the composite void volume fraction (see Fig. 6(d)). For
instance, the influence of inclusion volume fraction on Poisson’s ratio
for composite B with cðvÞ ¼ 0:6 is negligible; whereas an increase in in
clusion volume fraction results in a significant decrease in Poisson’s
ratio for composite B with cðvÞ ¼ 0:3.
Next, we examine the influence of the phase volume fractions on the
onset of instabilities. To this end, we perform the Bloch-Floquet analysis
(described in the Numerical Modeling Section). Fig. 7 shows the
dependence of critical strain on the composite matrix volume fraction.
Here, the radii of the circular voids and stiff inclusions are set to be
identical. Note that in the considered range cðvÞ 2 ð0:2; 0:4Þ, all com
posites experience microscopic instabilities, and the buckling mode of
composite A consists of 1 � 2 primitive unit cell, while composite B pre
serves its initial 1 � 1 periodicity (see Fig. 1). Regardless of the positions
of the stiff inclusions and loading directions, we observe that a decrease
in matrix volume fraction results in an earlier onset of instability. This is
because the composites with lower matrix volume fractions has slender
ligaments that are prone to buckling. We observe that composite A loaded
in X-direction buckles earlier as compared to the response in Y-direction;
whereas composite B is more stable when the applied load is in X-ma
terial direction. Moreover, we note that composite A is more prone to
buckling than composite B for both loading directions.
Fig. 8 shows the evolution of Poisson’s ratio with applied compres
sive strain for composites with various matrix volume fractions (with the
radii of circular voids and stiff inclusions set to be identical). We note
that, prior to the onset of instability, Poisson’s ratio is positive for all
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Fig. 6. Dependence of effective Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio on inclusion volume fraction for composites with various void volume fractions in the stable
regime of small deformations. The dashed curves with markers and the continuous curves refer to the results of the composite loaded in X- and Y-material directions,
respectively.

Fig. 7. Dependence of critical strain on matrix volume fraction. The radii of circular voids and stiff inclusions are identical.

considered cases. However, upon onset of instabilities and microstruc
ture transformations, an increase in deformation results in a dramatic
drop in Poisson’s ratio down to the negative regime. The analysis shows
that a stronger auxetic or negative Poisson’s ratio behavior can be ob
tained through decreasing the matrix volume fraction (i.e., increasing
the void volume fraction). Remarkable, for composite A loaded in Xmaterial direction, the value of negative Poisson’s ratio for the com
posite with lower matrix volume fraction is found to be nearly inde
pendent on applied strain after a certain deformation level. For instance,
for composite A with cðmÞ ¼ 0:2, Poisson’s ratio is nearly constant at

νYX � 0:21 when applied strain εX � 0:08. When composite A loaded in

Y-material direction, we observe that Poisson’s ratio for the case cðmÞ ¼
0:2 can attain extreme values, for example, νXY ¼ 0:99 at the applied
strain εY ¼ 0:07; however, this minimum is followed by an increase in
Poison’s ratio with further increase in the applied deformation. For
composite B, we observe similar trends for loadings in X- and Y-material
directions, especially for the composites with small matrix volume
fractions.
Furthermore, we examine the influence of the inclusion volume
fraction on the composite behavior, while keeping the void volume
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Fig. 8. Dependence of Poisson’s ratio on applied deformation for composites with various matrix volume fractions. The radii of voids and stiff inclusions
are identical.

increase in the contrast μðiÞ =μðmÞ from 1 to 103 can result in a decrease in
critical strain from εcr ¼ 0:075 to 0.054, and a decrease in Poisson’s ratio
from νXY ¼ 0:397 to
0:515. For the case of composite B, the com
posite loaded in X-material direction is more sensitive to a change in
shear modulus contrast in comparison to the composite loaded in Ymaterial direction (compare Fig. 10 (c) with (d)).

fraction fixed. Fig. 9 shows the dependence of the critical strain and
Poisson’s ratio on the inclusion volume fraction. The void volume
fraction is fixed as cðvÞ ¼ 0:45 and Poisson’s ratio is evaluated at ε ¼ 0:2.
Composites with larger stiff inclusions are observed to buckle earlier for
all considered cases. Thus, a larger negative value of Poisson’s ratio can
be achieved at the same level of deformation by increasing the stiff in
clusion volume fraction. For example, for composite A loaded in Y-ma
terial direction, an increase in the stiff inclusion volume fraction from
cðiÞ ¼ 0:0 to 0.3 leads to a decrease in Poisson’s ratio from νXY ¼ 0:22
to 0:55. In composite B loaded in X-material direction, a change in the
stiff inclusion volume fraction has a more significant influence on the
buckling strain and Poisson’s ratio in comparison to the composite
loaded in Y-direction (compare Fig. 9(c) and (d)). Moreover, it is notable
that the effect of the inclusion volume fraction on the buckling strain and
Poisson’s ratio behavior can be stronger for composites with smaller
radius of voids.
Finally, we investigate the role of shear modulus contrast on the soft
composite behavior. Fig. 10 shows the dependence of critical strain and
Poisson’s ratio on shear modulus contrast. The matrix volume fraction is
fixed as cðmÞ ¼ 0:65 and the radii of voids and stiff inclusions are iden
tical. Poisson’s ratio is evaluated at ε ¼ 0:2. Note that, for the consid
ered range μðiÞ =μðmÞ from 1 to 104, composite A buckles and forms the new
periodicity consisted of 1 � 2 primitive unit cell, while composite B
preserves its initial periodicity for both loading directions. We observe
that the composite with a higher shear modulus contrast buckles earlier,
resulting in a more significant negative Poisson’s ratio behavior. How
ever, when the contrast μðiÞ =μðmÞ is larger than 103, this effect becomes
negligible. We note that a change in μðiÞ =μðmÞ has more significant in
fluence on the critical strain and Poisson’s ratio for the case of composite
A loaded in Y-material direction (see Fig. 10 (b)). For example, an

5. Conclusions
We have investigated the instability-induced pattern transformations
in multiphase composites consisted of circular voids and stiff inclusions
periodically distributed in a soft elastomer. In this study, we specifically
focused on the role of inclusion distribution and anisotropic property on
the mechanical responses of the composites. We studied two types of
stiff inclusion arrangements in the porous structure comprising of a
triangular array of circular voids, where elastic instability can be
exploited to trigger cooperative buckling of voids. Through the combi
nation of simulations and experiments on the 3D printed composites, we
have realized multiple new patterns. We showed that these new patterns
can be tuned by altering the distribution of stiff inclusions, thus,
switchable extremely soft and negative Poisson’s ratio behavior can be
tailored.
Furthermore, through the survey of the microstructure parameter
space, we provide the trends for the changes in the effective properties
as functions of the microstructure parameters. We have found that the
composites may attain extreme values of negative Poisson’s ratio for
certain morphologies and loadings. Thus, the composites with square
periodic arrangement of the stiff inclusions (composite A) with low ma
trix volume fractions have been identified as the advantageous config
urations with high tunability of the effective properties by deformation.
Moreover, the tailored composite morphologies allow to pre-design the
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Fig. 9. Dependence of critical strain and Poisson’s ratio on inclusion volume fraction. Void volume fraction is fixed as cðvÞ ¼ 0:45. Poisson’s ratio is evaluated at
deformation level of ε ¼ 0:2.

Fig. 10. Dependence of critical strain and Poisson’s ratio on shear modulus contrast μðiÞ =μðmÞ . The matrix volume fraction is fixed as cðmÞ ¼ 0:65. The radii of voids
and stiff inclusions are identical. Poisson’s ratio is evaluated at the deformation level of ε ¼ 0:2.
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onset of instabilities. Thus, we have found that the composites with
larger void and/or stiff inclusion volume fractions, as well as a higher
inclusion-to-matrix ratio of shear moduli, are more prone to buckling,
and, hence, they exhibit a more pronounced negative Poisson’s ratio
behavior. The composites with the square periodic inclusion arrange
ment (composite A) are more stable in comparison to the composites with
the triangular periodic inclusion arrangement (composite B). Thus, the
performance of the composites can be significantly tuned via altering the
distribution of stiff inclusions, loading directions, phase volume frac
tions, and shear modulus contrast. The reported behavior of the soft
microstructures can be potentially used in designing materials for en
ergy dissipation and shock wave mitigation; vibration and noise man
agement, and novel soft actuators with morphing abilities. These
actuators can incorporate functionalized inclusions to respond to
applied electrical [58] or magnetic field [5,59], potentially enabling

future design of actively and/or remotely controlled functional mate
rials. Finally, we note that – since the overall response of these materials
is highly compressible, and even exhibiting auxetic behavior in the
postbuckling regimes – the response to unidirectional tensile loadings
may result in different behavior as compared to the compressive loading
considered here. The effect of various loading conditions, such as tensile
or bi-axial loadings, can be exploited to gain access to distinct pattern
transformations, and, potentially, different behavior in the postbuckling
regime [ 55,60-62].
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Appendix. Calculation of the effective Poisson’s ratio
Here we describe the procedure for calculating the effective Poisson’s ratio based on the experimental testing. In experiments, the deformation
process was recorded by a high-resolution digital camera producing a sequence of frames at increasing strain levels. The position for the centroid of
each circular stiff inclusion, marked by black dot, is tracked through the digital image analysis of the recorded frames. To diminish the boundary
effect, we focus on the central part of the finite size specimens, where more uniform deformation is observed for each updated unit cell. The selected
areas for the tested specimens are highlighted in green color in Fig. A1(b-e). The selected representative elements and stiff inclusions are numbered by
their row and column indices. The applied strain for representative element is calculated as

ε½i;j�
XX ¼
ε½i;j�
YY ¼

xði;jþ1Þ

xði;jÞ þ xðiþ1;jþ1Þ
2L0X

xðiþ1;jÞ

2L0X

(A1)

yðiþ1;jÞ

yði;jÞ þ yðiþ1;jþ1Þ
2L0Y

yði;jþ1Þ

2L0Y

(A2)

where L0X and L0Y are defined in undeformed state, given in Fig. A1(a). The Poisson’s ratios for the considered representative element [i, j] when loaded
in X- and Y-material directions are calculated as

υ½i;j�
YX ¼

ε½i;j�
YY
ε½i;j�
XX

(A3)

υ½i;j�
XY ¼

ε½i;j�
XX
ε½i;j�
YY

(A4)

Finally, the effective Poisson’s ratio is given as the averaged value for nine selected representative elements.

Fig. A1. Schematic diagrams (a) and selected areas (b-e) for calculation of the effective Poisson’s ratio.
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